Welcome and Introductions

Additions to the Agenda

Announcements and Briefings
  • HGI Summit II

Issues for Discussion
  • KAU – ATP for AS in Business
  • UHM – ATP for PhD in Educational Technology
  • UHM - BS in Plant and Environmental Biotechnology (PEB), Provisional to Established (1030)
  • UHM – BA in Philippine Language & Literature, Provisional to Established
  • UHMC – Dental Hygiene – Provisional to Established
  • “Planning for Hawai‘i’s Future: Second Decade, 2010-2020” – Linda Johnsrud
  • Program Sharing Model
  • CC Overlay Project – Suzette Robinson
  • Ka ie ie Agreement
  • Common Course Numbering
  • Course Evaluation

Next Meeting
September 12, 2012